
to strike his erstwhile friend, who is ! 
r?' On the exam, the problem look thi 
lie edge of a pit accidentally kicks intÃ . A -  < - -  . - 

ndow. If It takes 0.8 seconds 
all, how high is the window 
. "Someone walking along 1 

a small stone, which f a h  to the bottom in 2.3 seconds. How deep 
it?' One student was visibly upset. e question was not fair, 8 

sled. The instructor had promised that there would not be 
erial on the exam that they had not gone over in class. 'But we 

n of those problems in class," our colleague said. 'Oh no,' s 
ck the student, 'we never did a single pit problem." 
Consider the 'pit problem.' The student's respons 

e nature of ersatz tearrun 
uthentk testing. Let us 1 
dent had studied, but sh 

ow had this come about? did she actually do when she studie 
or this student as for a great many othe 
hematlcd operations with specific prob 
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in this course? Studying, f 
meant linking specific mat 

just as the problem itself exemplifies 
t the learning side of the coin first. This 
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shoulder would have observed her 'solving" the review problems In the 
back of her textbook )ust as her Instructor had recommended. What did 
solving these problems entail? The student would write down the review 
question, flip through the textbook chapter dealing with motion 
problems, find a model problem that looked like the one she was trying 
to solve, substitute the values in the review problem for the ones in the 
model, perform the specified operations, and arrive at an a,iswer. If the 
answer matched the one given In the book, she had solved the problem 
correctly. If It  did not, aha checked her arithmetic. 
The limits of her mastery of this technique show up in her plaintive 

*We never did a single pit problem." On the other hand, her approach 
1s by no means inherently unworkable. It is  worthless as a way of 
learning mathematics, but It can be & highly effective way of solving 
problems (Schoenfeld, 1985). If she had developed a second technique, 
as her instructor had urged, she would have had no trouble with the 
e m .  That technique is to draw each problem. Then she would have 
seen that she was dealing not with a unique and terrifying pit problem, 
but with merely another motion problem. She would have rotten the 
correct answer, passed the exam, and deprived our colleague of the 

, frightening insight that students could do well in his course without 
learning any mathematics, 

His insight informs the central thesis of this essay: Not only,can 
students study without learning, they also can do passable work (the pun 
Is very much intended) in our courses, More precisely, students can 

' succeed by engaging In ersatz, as opposed to real, learning. This takes 
us to the testing side of the coin. Students succeed because, despite the 
f a d  that the techniques and strategies they employ have only incidental 
connections to the disciplines involved, they are exceedingly well 
adapted to the sorts of tasks we ask them to perform In our courses, 

Those t a s b t h e  exams we give, the papers we assign-are 'inauthen- 
tic,* to use Wiggins' term (1989a, 1989b). They not only fait to measure 
the knowledge and competencies that actual mastery of the subject 
matter at issue entails, they measure other skills altogether. They test 
rote memorization, or the ability to recognize that InfarmaHon contained 
In multiple choice question f22 can be used to answer question #9. An 
'authentic" lest, according to Wiggins, is one that requires (he student 
to undertake some real task. Students in acting classes, for example, who 
have to perform scenes from plays as their final exam, are tested in an 
authentic manner, Inauthentic tests, in contrast, confront students with 
questions contrived simply for the purposes of the exam. The pit problem 
Is a case in point; The task is inauthentic, No one wishing to know the 
depth of a pit would set about finding the answer by attempting to 
measure precisely how long it takes a stone to hit bottom. It is so much 
simpler, and more reliable, to tie the stone to a string, lower it to the 
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bottom, and measure the length of string required. The problem Is 
inauthentic In a second sense as well. It has nothing to do wilh the sorts 
of questions that mathematicians actually use calculus to address. Stu- 
dents, however ignorant of mathematics they may be, recognize unfall- 
ingly the artificiality of the pit problem and Its analogues. They recognize 
that, whatever else they may be doing, it is not real rnaihema~ics. 

The underlying premise of authentic testing is that examinations 
should ask students to engage in  the kinds of activities performed by 
practitioners in the discipline. Unfortunately, too many of our teals call 
upon students to engage in activities, such as recalling specific bits of 
information without checking them In standard reference works, from 
which they would be actively discouraged were they to become real 
practitioners. Students study without learning, In short, because they 1 
study to pass our tests. We then reward their mastery of the appropriate 
ersatz knowledge with passing grades. 

Much of our argument is  congruent with recent research Into student 
learning, Ramsden provides a useful summary: 'The message of scores 
of studies is unambiguous: many students . . . can reproduce large 
amounts of factual information on demand; they have appropriated 
enormous quantities of detailed knowledge; they pass examinations 
successfully. But [these same students) are unable to show that tney 
understand what they have learned. They harbor profound misconcep- 
tlons about mathematical, physical and social phenomena' (1988, p. 14). 
We dissent from the conventional wisdom expressed In Ramsden's 

assertion that such students 'are highly adept at very complex skills In 
science, humanities and mathematics' (1988, p, 14). We suggest instead 
that these students are more or less adept at some fairly complex skills 
that bear upon passing science, humanities, and mathematics coupes but 
that have little to do wttli mastering those subjects. These skills, such as 
the math student's ability to recognize appropriate mode! problems, are 
forma of ersatz learning. They enable students to 'reproduce large 
amounts of factual Information on demand= and to 'pass examinations 
successfully,' Further, because the skills in question deal with meeting 
the demands of courses rather than of disciplines, their exercise normally 
will not disturb whatever conceptions, profound or shallow, correct or 
mistaken, students might harbor about 'mathematical, physical and 
social phenomena.' 

Our dissent derives In a general way from observations of student 
behavior in our own classes, but it also rests upon a systematic sample 

' 

of work completed by Assumption College students In a broad range of 
courses during the Spring 1986 semester (Castaldi, Fry, & Scarlett, 1986). 
It rests as well upon the work of more than a dozen of our colleagues in 
subsequent studies of critical thinking, or its lack, In their own courses. 
These collaborative efforts have persuaded us that most formulations of 
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student learning problems andlor deficits err in utilizing an unac- 
knowledged "bes t-case8 model. 

Most discussions assume that course assignments faithfully reflect the 
demands and rigors of the fields in question, that they are authentic tests, 
Our study of the examinations given and projects assigned at 
Assumption (and Assumption is by no means aberrant in this regard) 
shows that this belief frequently Is unjustified. Much of what we ask 
students to do In our courses has little or nothing to do with genuine 
mastery of our disciplines (Haney & Madaus, 1989; Perry, 1963). A 
related and equally unexarnlned source oi optimism in the literature is 
the presumption that all students ate trying to reach the goals listed In 
our course syllabi. Our^review of actual student work leaves us can- 
vinced, In contrast, that much of the time students are seeking to pass 
courses and that they quite correctly regard any real learning they engage 
in as incidental, rather than central, to that task, 
We propose rejecting the best-case model In favor of a more realistic 

understanding of student learning, both ersatz and real, and of our own 
testing practices. Doing so will not only sharpen our analysis of what is 
going on in our courses, but also suggest specific pedagogic strategies to 
address problems we had previously underestimated or overlooked. 
Such is the argument we advance in this essay. We do not seek to 
apportion blame. At various points we will focus upon student or faculty 
behavior, but we wish to insist throughout that ersatz learning and 
inauthentic testing are complementary aspects of a single phenomenon. 

A useful way of thinking about both inauthentic testing and ersatz 
learning is to consider genuine learning. For this, we employ Perkins' 
notion of 'thinking frames' (1986). A 'thinking frame i3 a representation 
intended to guide theprocess of thought, organizing and supporting that 
process' (p. 7). It can be a highly general rule of thumb, like 'Look before 
you leap, or a field-specific strategy such as 'Gain control of the center" 
in chess. His point is that powerful thinking requires mastery of a rich 
array of such frames. 

Academic thinking, Perkins argues, depends upon four basic types of 
frames, shown In Figure 1 (Perkins & Simmons, 1987). It is  crucial to 
recognize the descriptive nature of his model. It docs not purport to set 
forth "stages" of cognitive development.' Nor does it stipulate any 
necessary, logical relationships between frames. It simply describes 
&LinL'?n~*r Imh~irlniw wh;,-h PfirL'ina ~ * n n b a n A e  ima .-e--m~ LA m..~J i r th i~ . .~  
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Perkins labels pmbIem solving, by which he means knowledge of Hie 
classic questions and answers that largely define the ways fields are 
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Figure 1 

Thinking Frames: A Deucrlptive Model 

If t fvnndon (content) What every prac tltioner knows 

Problem s o h h g  Familiar! ty with classic, questions 
and answers in the Held 

Epitztetnic Mastery of styles of analysis 
prevalent In the field 

Ability to undertake original 
research 

organized, This frame 'encdmpasses more general knowledge concern- 
ing problem management, generic problem solving heuristics, and the 
like" (Perkins & Simmons, 1987, p. 3). Therefore, practicing biologists 
need to know that much of the discourse- In their field turns on 
contending theories of how species evolve. Perkins' third frame is the 
epistemic. This refers to the styles of analysis prevalent in fields, to the 

about reality that give the & d c  questions their force, to 
the logic(s) underlying the standard answers. Practitioners realize that 
many issues, such as the question of free will versus determinism in 
philosophy, cannot be settled simply by amassing additional infoma- 
tion. Instead, the power of authoritative answers often rests upon other 
criteria altogether, such as elegance andlor simplicity of argument. The 
final frame l a  imlifm thn enrtÃ nf thinklntr acemiatoil with nriulnal 

perform within the problem-solving, epistemic, or inquiry frames. Aa 
Wiggins puts it, ' ~ a s t e r y  is more than producing verbalanswers on cue; 
it involves thoughtful understanding as well, And thoughtful under- 
- & - - > I - -  , .. #.-- , . - .! # . 3 . * 1  rc . *  . . / . 5ranuing implies wing BDIC ro act someiiung enective, iransiorrnaiive, or 
novel with a problem or complex situation' (1989b, p. 705). 
We also can use the Perkins model to define ersatz learning and 

fnaut hentic testing. Ersatz learning consists of techniques that permit the 
student to avoid the problem-solving, epistemk, and inquiry frames, 
most commonly by transposing a problem-~olving question into one 
involving content. Typically, the student remembers an answer rather 
than figures one out. Jnaulhentic tests elicit and reward these techniques, 
frequently by seeming to call for problem solving or analysisbut actually 
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seeking information. An example may make the mutually reinforcing 
nature of the processclearer. The following is from a midterm exam In a- 
19h-<:entury U.S. history course: Discuss ifie causes of the U.S. Civil War. 
It looks like a problem-solving question, but the prudent student recog- 
nizes that the real question Is informational in character, namely; Sum- 
marize the textbook and lecture discussions of the coming of the Civil 
War. 

The causes of the Civil War are not pieces of information, at least not . . 

to the practicing historian who is intensely conscious of the epistemic 
dimension under1 ying the question. For the student, however, there 

, . 
Q - - - - - - - -  - - -  - -, , - - - - - - - - . - -. . - . 

between a question that requires recall of the provisions of the Com- 
promise of 1850, which really are mailers of information, and one that 
asks for a discussion of the causes of the Civil War. Both can be treated 
--  L a  -Â FTtt** f^l.JJ^J*.bÃ§ *fÃ§Ã§Ã§"L^I, A 11-t' ,.t /I as maittTa U L I ~ L L .  1 in" aiuucin i.aii ~ u i i a u u ~ i  a n a b  UL Lauaca, u ~ a w n  ILUIII 

the textbook and lectures, and cornmi t it to memory in exactly the same 
fashion as the provisions of the Compromise. Not only will Ibis tech- 
nique work, that is, permit passing the exam, it almost certainly will 
work better than real learning might, given the Inauthentic nature of the 
question. The student who genuinely undertakes to wrestle with the 

com'plexities of historical causation in the 15-20 minutes available is 
u nlikt w 
st ude 

It Is our central contention UIUC, LHI irum aiicnipnng-wiw uiiu~fd 
successÃ‘t engage In the sorts of genuine learning that our tests and 
assignments ostensibly call for, students frequently engage-with consid- 
erable success-in a variety of acrltlcal coping techniques well adapted to 

1 

t 

?Iy to do a good job. The essay may be poorly organized, and tl 
nt is unlikely to reach a dear conclusion. 

8 . . . . .  t L - l  c-- L-- -'l---l!-- ... !kt. 19-tl. 

the inauthentic tasks we set before them. They areembarked upon ar 
academic enterprise that mimics (perhaps we should' say ~arodies) 

I * - . . a *  - - . a * .  .a - . *I . . . -.- - # , a  - fi' . V I  1 . r .  genuine learning, lust as me question aoout me causes or m e  u v n  war 

tney nave pruuuwu IY ati nuncai miteinpi tu ciigugc in me ngui a ui LIIIILaI 

thought. But the Inauthentic questions and the student coping techni- 
ques we will describe are substitutes for teaching and learning, not pallid 

apes the kind ofquestion historians ask of themselves without, however, 
requiring the sort of answer they would give. These surface similarities 
allow us and our students to pretend that what we have asked for and 
8 .  - 1 -  ---- J 1- L ---- L -LL*--L 4- 1- l.LA LA*-., *^ *rilL:J*Ãˆ 

reflections of it. 
Let us start with the ways in which students cope rather than learn. 

What are some of the acritical, even anticritical, procedures they employ? 
We are not, able to offer an exhaustive catalog, but we do wish to offer a 
preliminary and partial taxonomy. Ersatz learning techniques can be 
grouped into two main categories, clumps and shapes. By clumps, we mean 
. . 0.. rn . . .  . ., . . ma .. tnose acrmcal responses 1 0  assignments mat ernaii ine amassing or 
elements fou nd in critical analyses minus their underlying logic. These 



clumps may consist of data, technical terms, or assertion. By 6- hapesh *.'*. we 
meai sim~la~ions of the lo i d  formsf, cdhd anal& ~ ' h u t  the 
substance. Shapes m d r r o w e d  analysis (as with â‚¬ math student's 

icalkarrative, the plot in a now 
that insists upon a single threa 

hunt for the correct model problem), analysts that treats surface mean- 
ings (the sequence of events in a histor 
as the sum of the knowable, or analyst! 

'1 
d 

of meaning. 
Let us take a quick look at som clumps Data pacling is -surely 

something we all are familiar with. The GdJ produces a paper rich in 
information but Impoverished In thought. Perry, In "Examsmanship and 

If) 
(P. 

/nni. irrfsnprrivp nr rnnrpxr. aim Â¥; rpnrmqpnrc a K n m v i p n c p  nnwnrrol i f  

the Liberal Arts' (19631, refers to this a5 'cow' (the complement to "bu 
(pp. 286-287). As he notes, itreflects the notion that 'a fact is a fact" 
rtnni - _ _ . - . < # . . _  _ f  ._. _ -1 _ _  m _  1 . ~ l _ - l - _  -la-.. _ . Y  --- ,*Â ." - - -r---- .  - -- ------ -..r -,..- -- .-r--."---.- - -----.---- 0- n--- 
inimical to understandingR (p. 291). Thus, we have the student who 
knows that Christopher Columbus discovered America but never reflects 
^^_ .t_- ^^-^^iÃˆ^ a * ^ ^ ^  -f VT --l a* - - * ,  A(_^ ^.--A A J*- - -_ . - -  ---- ̂ a Ã ˆ  on me assumptions or nuropean pnrnacy mat  me woru a [scorer connotes. 

Jargon pckhg, the use of technical language at every opportunity, Is a 
way of appearing more learned than ,we really are. Students quickly 
Ã £ Â ¥  l ~ - . l l ~ . i i ~ - - ' - ~ . . i : . . . > i ~ l " . . + * : i J i . ~  "- .>-. i? _ ... -.. t .  .t .* _. - 4,  . . 
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orderto use the word. 
The third sort of clump we want to describe, nsserti'oft packing, 

monly is used in conjunction with the other two. Students confi' 
--t A -  -.-- L L -  l - - l l -  1 - ^ ^ - ^  t. ^f ____  t.. -- / _ ^  ^. - _ _ - . _ f _ _  * . ^ n__t._., 

realize mai cercain wrms recur wnn great rrequency in ineir reaaings or 
in the teacher's presentations, Use of the terms suggests mastery of the 
concents. However. as we all know. one need not erase the concept in 

, corn- 
dent l y 

set uuwn me symuouc import 0 1  nature, ror example, in a nooert Frost 
poem. As we will examine later, they usually surruund these assertions 
with wads of data, extended quotations from the.poem, say, or facts 
- 1  . - . .a  A n . -  - 1 L . 4 -  . -..A . .i...t_ 1 m l .  -..- * .a. 1. T . .  .. . m .  . . **a - aoout we poec s career, ma inceriara niem witn nierary terms, IIKC irony, 
Unfortunately, the quotations need not be apt; the terms need not be 
appropriate. The assertions, all too often, stand atone. 

Acritlcal coping mechanisms do not always Involve the piling on of 
information, jargon, and assertion. They can mimic the forms as well as 
the substance of scholarly discourse. The most obvious of these shapes is 
the borrowed analysis, The student locates a bona fide critical analysis of 
some topic, perhaps in the assigned reading for the course, and presents 
i t  more or less as found. Or, in a mild variation, the student locates an 
analysis of some topic related lo the one raised in our assignments and 
gives us that, What makes this a coping mechanism is not that the 
student consulted some authority but appropriated the analysis 
wholesale, 

A second popular shape is the analysis confined arbitrarily to surface 
meanings. We should be clear that we are not saying that there are no 
surface meanings or that they are not worth analyzing. Rather, we are 
saying that students often choose to limit their inquiries to the surface 
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features of a topic. A colleague of ours who teaches a course on infant 
and child development routinely receives final project proposals that set 
out to show that mothers inf hence their offspring. Yes, he says, but what 
do you mean by influence? Well, his students reply, you know, sort of 
help shape how the kids turn out. A lot of papers, as evidenced by a 
sample of Assumption student work done In the Spring 1996 semester 
(Castaldi, Fry, Sc Scarlett, 19861, similarly seek to demonstrate truisms 
rather than to explore some aspect of a genuine question, 

A third shape-and recall that this is not a complete listing-is the 
analysis of a single thread of meaning as though it exhausted the topic 
under consideration. Math students, for example, want to solve prob- 
lems, by which they meail, come to the correct answer. Por this they 
want a single technique. Ask even good math or science students to work 
out alternative ways of solving a problem, and you will be told that It Is 
enough for them to know one (Chi, Feltovich, & Glasser, 1981). 

Perhaps the easiest , d y !  .to-f!appreclaiqfihdwfitudenis use these 
mechanisms as substitutes for real thinking Is to examine In some detail 
an example of how students can cope with the demands of a course 
without mastering its material or its ways of thinking. This particular 
example comes from an Introduction to Literature assignment that asks 
students to develop an interpretation of Frost's 'Birchesw (1969). Osten- 
sibly, the student must engage in the sort of close reading of the poem 
that comes to terms with Its complexities. Such a reading would 
demonstrate what Wigglns calls inleilectua! competence, that is, "the use of 
judgment to recognize and pose complex problems as a prelude to using 
one's discrete knowledge to solve them' (1989b, p. 706). In terms of 
Perkins' model, this sort of reading would employ problem-solving, 
epistemic, and even inquiry frames, 

Whether this functions as an authentic assignment, however, depends 
on how the instructor and the students have agreed to understand the 
term interpret. Are the students supposed to locate and grapple with the 
poem's complexities? Or is there a tacit agreement that students simply 
are to demonstrate some knowledge, for example, of what several major 
critics have said about the place of the poem In Frost's total output, or 
the metrical scheme employed? Another determinant of authenticity is 
how the teacher evaluates the students' work. What will be accepted as 
a moderately good response, as we will argue later, is a key question. 

For now, we wish to explore how students can cope with such an 
assignment without engaging in genuine learning, specifically, how they 
can substitute for critical reading the ability to locate and then summarize 
material. To succeed in summarizing, students must learn to identify a 
single main idea for each unit of material they encounter. Tiik is the 
shape we have titled the hunt for the single thread of weaning. Nuances, 
conflicting evidence, ambiguities-the very things aronnd which the 



practitioner organizes an interpretation-all are so much "noise.* Not 
only do many students not seek to Incorporate such dissonant elements 
into their understanding of a text, they have learned to filter them out. 
So the student reporting on the poem will look for a single motif or 
pattern of Imagery, find univocal meanings for its symbolism, and 
attribute a singular intent to the poet. The student's impoverished 
reading of a potentially rich text, that is,sneed not arise simply out of 
unfamiliarity with techniques of critical reading. It also may come directly 
from expertise in using particular techniques of anticritlcd reading. 

Confronted with the assignment on Frost's sB3rches,",the student may 
define the task da showing that i t  is a 'happyff or "sadR poem and then 
suminadze those parts of the *storym that support the chosen view. The 
poem may be dedcribed as the t?le of a man who reminisces about what 
fun it was to be a boy, beginning with a citation of the opening lines of 
the poem: 'When I see birches bend to left and rightiAcross the lines of 
straighter darker tre& ~ i ~ t ~ ~ ~ , ! [ h ~ ~ k , ~ ~ ~ j , b ~ ) ' ' s  h e n  twinging them.' 
The student wilt. talk about the delight the speaker finds in Imagining a 
boy swinging birches as a break, whenhe was supposed to go 'out and 
in to fetch the cows-," all the while getting better and better at his 
chosen sport: 'He learned all there was1To learn about not launching out 
too doon/ . , , He always kept his poise.' The conclusion of Frost's puem 
will provide the conclusion to the essay: 'One could do worse than be a 
swinger of birches," 

\ lo ..I 

As this student' a- reading o f  Frost's *happyw p m ,  a 
colleague flitting one row over î  writing about a much more depressing 
piece of 1iteratui-e. This slude'ht's paper tells the tale of a lonely child: 
'Some boy too far from town to learrt baseball,/Whoseonly play w& 
what he found himself/~umrner or winter, and could play alo'ne,' 
Eventually, this boy is deprived of his only form of recreation, riding 
birches, for "not one but hung Hmp, ndt one was left/For him to 
conquer.' When this boy grows tip, he finds 'life is too much like a 
pathless wood1Where your face burns and tickles with the cob- 
webs1Broken across it, 'and one eye is weeping/~rorn a twig's having 
lashed across It open.' N o  wortdkr, cd&rnehts the student, that this man 
would 'like to get sway from earth . . , .' 

Although the students came to opposing readings of the poem, they 
both engagkd in thesame fArm bf ersatz learning. Each defined the task 
as explaining the poem's meaning in terms' of a single Idea, This ersatz 
definition of the assignment then determined each student's strategy. 
Consider the use of quotations. Both studehts engaged in data packing; 
each quoted the poem extensively, as a seHous reader would, but each 
chose only thoselines that lent themselves to the single meaning the 
student advocated as the meaning of the poem. A genuine interpretapion, 
in contrast, would seek to determine the relationship between the 



different patterns noted by the two students, In  other words, coping 
techniques involve doing exactly the opposite of what you must do in, 
order to learn. A student who wants to cope with a poem must 
systematically ignore those elements that seem confusing or contradic- 
tory, but a student who wants to construct a real interpretation mug t seek 
out the most puzzling elements In the work. 

Consequently, a seriously intended interpretation might well quote 
the following lines that reveal the intersection of the themes treated 
separately by the coping students, 

I'd like to get away from earth awhile 
And then come back to It and begin over. 
May no fate willfully misunderstand me 
And half grant what I wish and snatch me away 
Not to return. Earth's the right place fot love: 
I don't know where it's likely to go hotter. 

Once thh passage is brought Into the discussion, the inadequacy of any 
description of this poem as simply happy or sad becomes apparent. So 
loo for the notion that the poem Is about a boy who swings birches or 

, the man he grew up to become. 
If one of the hallmarks of a serious Interpretation is a willingness to 

confront complexity, I t  behooves us to practice what we preach. There is 
more to the student use of ersatz learning techniques than their 
Instructors' failures to provide authentic tests, There are also important 
connections between the coping techniques our students employ and 
their understanding of the place of education in their lives. As a result, 
we need to explore how our students think about the academic enterprise 
and their own roles within It. 

Our discussion of how students regard learning Is grounded In an 
Assumption College survey of its incoming classes between 1986 and 
1989 (McCIyrner, Slavkovsky, et a)., 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989). The initial 
survey instrument was designed by Professors John McClymer and 
Thomas Slavkovsky. Subsequent versions were modified by members of 
the Freshman Orientation Committee, which included students, faculty, 
student life administrators, and representatives from the Office of 
Academic Affairs. The survey was administered during the first morning 
of the two-day summer orientation program for beginning students. 
Of key importance are the differences between the students' agendas 

for higher education and those propounded in college mission state- 
ments. Assumption College, for example, requires all students to study 
literature in the fond hope that these courses will support students in 
their future reading. But reading is something many of our students do 
almost exclusively in courses. Seventy percent of our first-year students 
read five books or fewer outside of class during their senior year in high 



school, So, although we offer literature courses to help them read more 
Insightfully, they read literature to pass our courses. Similarly, we 
require them to take history courses so that they will learn about the past. 
They study the past, however, to pass history courses. As a consequence, 
their failure to take from such courses the lasting benefits envisioned in 
the college catalog does not seem at all tragic to many of our students. 

, We see their insipid readings of classic works of literature a great loss, 
as a diminishment of their capacity for insight into themselves and the 
world around them, as an Impairment of their ability to respond to 
beauty, We see these things. Many of our students do not. 

When asked to rank their principal responsibilities as students, our 
entering freshmen placed mastering the informational cofttent of their 
courses first (39.8%), followed by the aafwsiiion of critical skills (35.4%). 
Least important to them were becoming scholars in their own right (16,1%) 
or developing their own interpretations of the course material (19.6%). They 
expressed a strong preference for multiple choice and short answer tests 
(47.3% and 40.0%, respectively, chose these, out of five possibilities, as 
their preferred method of evaluation). Both emphasize the recall of 
specific bits of data. Students expressed a complementary aversion to 
oral reports and term papers (54.5% and 29.1%, respectively, ranked 
these as their least prt krred method of evaluation). These, of course, are 
precisely the academic tasks that call for assessing the meaning and 
significance of information. 

When asked to rank the most important a professor could 
bring to the educational process, they placed being supportive of students 
first (46.1%). They ranked the professor's competency in the field last, behind 
both clarity of presentation and ability to swtain sttiden# Interest + Indeed, on! y 
1.8% chose encountering challenging teachers as chief among their hopes for 
academic life at Assumption. 

In  their answers to these survey question. students are telling us 
something aboui what education means to them. Education is a matter 
of passing ec urses and acquiring usable skills, especially of a task-specific 
sort. Students also expect to acquire a broad familiarity with the content 
of their major fields. They do not expect to become intellectuals. They do 
not anticipate developing new tastes or standards of judgment. 

Practical is the word to conjure with, so far as our students are 
concerned. Students see practical applications as the real meat and drink 
'of education. It is what most of our survey respondents had in  mind 
when they described the value of college In terms of getting ahead in 
today's world. Students appreciate how little true understanding is 
required to carry out many workaday tasks. The evidence of this Is all 
around them. They know that the scxalled knowledge explosion has 
created a situation in which even (lie most brilliant minds can understand 
the underlying principles of only a fraction of the procedures and devices 



they use in their own work, to say nothing about those they encounter 
outside that world of personal expertise. A focus upon practical applica- 
tions can seem simple realism. 

It is not surprising that students tend to define their task as passing 
the courses that will enable them to gain the diplomas that will enable 
them to get the jobs that will enable them to get on with the rest of their 
lives. We need to recognize that they often can achieve these academic 
goals with their current academic repertoire. This is perhaps the most 
important reason why students will not abandon acritical strategies. 
Why, after all, should anyone give up what works? 

Unfortunately, they work because we faculty all too often reinforce, 
and even encourage, acrifical coping mechanisms by the way we test and 
grade. It is 'through our grades," Perry points out, that 'we describe for 
the students, in the showdown, what we believe about the nature of 
knowledgeR (1963, p. 291). So, too, it is through what we ask students 
to da, in examinations, term papers, and other course projects, that we 
describe for them what we believe about the nature of work in our 
disciplines. 

To what extent do our assignments call for genuine learning? One 
need only look at some typical college essay questions in contrast to the 
ways academics pose those same questions in their own writing to 
appreciate how many of us tacitly have forsworn the challenge of 
introducing students to the rigors and delights of academic life. Instead, 
we bend to design tasks for students that they can complete easily 
without going beyond their repertoires of ersatz learning techniques. 

Consider this question from a midterm exam in modern European 
history: Analyze the main causes of the Spanish Civil War. One can substitute 
any question of equalscope and complexity, in any field. Our point is 
that we all ask this question or its cousins. What are we sayingabout the 
nature of learning when we do? First, note the word a d y z e .  We ask 
students routinely to analyze andtor evaluate issues when we really 
expect them to summarize material they have read in a textbook. What 
does this tell students about analysis? Next, note the definite article in 
the phrase the main causes. We all know that there are no fixed lists, 
chiseled into marble, itemizing the sources of complicated events or 
movements. But the question invites students to treat the interpretations 
they find in scholarly sources! as though they were information; Indeed, 
many college. textbooks present interpretations of the causes of this or 
that war, say, in the same manner as they do genuinely factual material 
such as names and dates. Then we come to the reference to main causes. 
For historians, this would raise all sorts of methodological issues. They 
would rewrite the question to stipulate the sort(@ of causality intended; 
they would seek to pin down criteria for distinguishing main from other 
kinds of causes, The question, as written, disavows this complexity. And 



the simplicity with which we encourage students to treat complicated 
Issues raises an issue most of us prefer not to face, namely, what is 
his tory-or literature or rnathernatics-once the analytic rigor is removed. 

Analyze the main causes of the Spanish Civil War was only one of several 
essay questions on this particular midterm exam. Students had 75 
minutes for the whole exam, 20 to 25 minutes for this one question. One 
can compute a ratio expressing the time the student has or, in the case 
of term papers, the space in pages the student can utilize, in relation to 
the scope of the question. Our survey of assignments at Assumption 
disclosed that this time/space/coverage ratio oscillates between the 
shockingly small and the fairly big. It is ordinary practice (and 
Assumption presumably is not unique in this respect) to ask students to 
treat large subjects in essays for which time constraints dictate simplicity 
of argument, Further, the questions typically are phrased in a manner 
that suggests the student answer can and should achieve closure, can 
and should say what the main causes are. Time and space both are very 
short, coverage vast. 
On the other hand, it is also ordinary practice to ask students, In term 

papers that allow the student several weeks and 20 pages or more to 
work with, to focus upon some narrowly defined aspect of some large 
question. We do not ask students to do a term paper on the causes of ihe 
Spanish Civil War. That, we tell them, would take years to do properly, 
No satisfying analysis would be possible in anything less than book 
length. Because time and space are limited (although both are enormous 
when compared to the typical midterm or final exam), the student should 
choose an appropriately limited topic to explore. 

What are students to make of these contradictory messages about the 
nature of academic discourse? The most Intellectually ambitious some- 
how figure out that the second message is the correct one and that the 
first is false. These students figtire out, that Is, that the examinations 
largely determiningtheir grades are artificial enterprises bearing little or 
no relation to genuine scholarly activity. For those other students-and 
they are the large rnajority-who do not seek admission into the 
academy, the contradiction remains. They seldom feel the need to resolve 
it, however, or to decide which of the messages is correct. Rather, they 
suspect that neither message matters. What does matter is surviving each 
set of demands in the most energy-efficient fashion possible, and this 
brings them once again to the use of coping mechanisms, 
We may attempt t~comfortourselves with visions of the power of the 

grade. We perceive the rewards and punishments meted out in grade 
form as a powerful force, capable of stimulating into action otherwise 
languorous minds. And certainly, grades could be used in this fashion. 
Unfortunately, however, our grading standards tend to be as inauthentic 
as our tests. 



We are not parroting the frequently heard claim that standards are too 
low, although we are saying that standards are too low. Rather than 
saying that students should know more, we are arguing that they should 
be expected truly to know, In the sense of having a genuine academic 

of the material that makes up the substance of their 
college courses. In a tnie academic culture, it should not be possible to 
pass a course by using coping mechanisms. 

Yet it happens all the time. We allow It to happen. Consider the 
literature student who turned In the essay on Frost's 'Birches' that 
reduced the poem to a happy reminiscence of a boy's encounters with 
nature, We cringe when we receive such a paper. We call the student's 
attention to alternate readings of central images; note h w  he poet uses 
the same image in multiple, sometimes contradictory, senses; suggest 
that artists can intend ambiguity or ambivalence. We urge the student to 
test generalizations about the poem's meaning by looking for contrary 
instances. We protest what we see as the student's too simple reading of 
the poem, hint at it? true riches, and+if ther,esb,are .. , not too many 
mechanical errors, give the student a C+. 

When we receive essays that offer only clumps of information, or that 
, borrow analyses, or that oversimplify a topic to the point of misrepresen- 

tation, it is easy to respond with comments of the 'You just need to* 
variety. 'You just need to provide a bit more explanation of how these 
things connect to the topic and to one another,' or 'You just need to 
eliminate some of the things that don't apply,* or 'You just need to take 
into account this or that additional factor," But these answers are not 
nearly right, they are simply wrong. We don't need less or more of what 
is already In these essays, we need something entirely other. 

In reducing our response to "You just need to,' what are we saying 
to our students about the nature of academic knowledge? We are saying 
that clumps of data and discussions that duck all the serious issues are 
close enough to thinking to pass for thinking. We are saying to students 
that they can come reasonably close to whatever academic standards we 
purport to uphold without ever abandoning their precriticat learning 
practices. To be blunt, we are saying that we will conspire with them in 
a game of academic charades In which they pretend . , to grapple with our 
questions and we  ret tend that th'dy have grappled. 

Our comments have given the wrong message, and so have our 
grades. Faculty tend to see the C+ as recognizing the effort the student 
invested in the paper but also penalizing the superficiality of the 
approach. We see it, that is, as a way of letting the student down gently. 
The paper was not very good, but the student did try. 

Our students may see grades very differently. The Assumption 
College survey data are suggestive here. Only 2.3% of our entering 
students described themselves as outstanding students; 62.5% said they 



have selective strengths; and 30.7% claimed to be only average students, a 
number that strikes us as high given the availability of the selective 
strengths response. About one incoming student in five (19.5%) admitted 
to fears of not being smart enough to do college-level work, and another 
third (33.3%) confessed the fear that their verbal or quantitative skills 
might be too undeveloped for them to succeed in college. These students 
did not expect to set the academic world on fire. They did care about 
grades, however. Only 1.4% responded that grades were not important 
to them; another 1.4% said that grades could be misleading or worse as 
measures of the student's real abilities. The remaining 97.2% said that 
grades were either fairly itnporfant (39.4%) or very important (57.7%). 

These percentages, of course, describe Assumption College students, 
but we think they convey a generally valid message. Assumption 
students, in terms of standardized test scores such as the SATs, are just 
above the mean for entering college freshmen. Most graduated in the top 
third of their high school classes. So, they are f M y  representative along 
these measures. Moreov r, Assurn lion stucents are not unique in . I ' / Â ¥ ' , ! I  i 

having a kind of co&fdrtidfi&%h k ! &ecf to grades. Most studenis hold 
to a similar notion of the minimally acceptable grade, one that defines 
academic success for them. 

What doe3 it  mean for the educational process when you have large 
numbers of students who have limited expectations concerning their 
ability to excel but who also place a good deal of emphasis upon grades? 
The C, C+, or B- grade is success for students who do not have academic 
interests outside of those we Impose upon them through core and 
distribution requirements, and who do not expect to do B +  or A- work 
outside of their major fields of concentration, or even within them. We 
need to understand that students can care about Cs and C+s just as 
much as they can about As, and that, when students tell us that grades 
are important to them, it may not mean that they are seeking high 
grades. 

This, then, is our revision of the best-case model underlying most 
discussions of student learning. It reminds us of something that we all 
knew perfectly well but which we nonetheless excluded from our analytic 
models, and that is that many students are motivated primarily by the 
desire to survive rather thail-to e,xcel. .They> often find it  more effective to 
cope than to learn, not least of all because we teachers offer up 
assignments, comments, and grades that reinforce the use of ersatz 
learning. 

Despite the gloom of our analysis, in it i s  a basis for optimism. It 
deepens our understanding of the complexity of the problem. Our 
students are not blank slates. When they come to us, they a! ready have 
mastered tactics for coping with academic tasks without doing the sorts 



of learning we intend for them to do. We cannot simply write upon them 
the critical skills we seek to foster. 

Further, i t  calls our attention to the ways in which we unwittingly 
reinforce students' acritlcal approaches. We have been expecting both too 
much and too little from our students. We do not hesitate to ask them 
questions that we would not dare to answer ourselves, questions about 
the causes or the significance. We do not hesitate to ask them to achieve 
a definitiveness# a closure, that our own understanding of the scholarly 
enterprise suggests is rarely,, if ever, attainable. We ask too much but also 
too little, because in asking students to do the implausible and the 
impossible, we also must pretend that they can succeed in meeting our 
expectations. They can-do this only i f  we lower those expectations. So 
we accept analyses that are oblivious to the complexity of the issues they 
address. We accept information posing as explanation. We accept the 
wholesale appropriation of other people's definitions of problems, and 
cavil only when i t  is done without attribution. The too little we accept, 
in short, follows from the too much we ask, 

Acknowledging our complicity in our students' attachment to ersatz 
learning practices is painful, but i t  also enables us to identify some of the 
things about our current teaching practices that we can do something to 
improve. No single change in the way we teach will be adequate, But, as 
Wigging suggests, our greatest leverage for influencing student learning 
lies in the exams we give and the projects we assign: 'Reform begins, 
then, by recognizing that the test is central to instruction. Any tests and 
final exams inevitably cast their shadows on all prior work. Thus they not 
only monitor standards, but also set them' (1989b, p. 704). 

If we are to set such standards, our assignments must meet the 
following criteria: (a) They must pose the kind of real questions ad- 
dressed by practitioners in the discipline in question; (b) they must make 
scholarly sense, that 13, permit real answers, within the timelspacefcov- 
erage constraints that the student ffi dealing with; and (c) they must 
challenge students to move beyond the content frame and to perform, 
rather than simply to remember. Because ersatz learning is fundamental- 
ly reductive in character and commonly transposes problem-solving or 
epistemic questions into ones catling simply for mastery of content, the 
last of these three criteria Is the most crucial. 
We need, in sum, to stop thinking about examlna%ns and assign- 

ments as collateral elements of course design, useful for evaluation but 
not for learning. Instead, we need to grasp the extent to-which they 
shape the way students read and write and think in our courses. From 
this perspective, authentic testing is the single most powerful step we 
can take to improve student learning. 
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